were ruled by the pragmatics of the copyist. Scribes interpreted texts as they copied them, and as they did so they often compared variant source document exemplars and, in the process, altered texts in transmission.
Such interpretive criticism of variant readings remained the mode of procedure for the humanist philologists (see PHILOLOGY) who laid the early foundations of modern textual scholarship. Their first care was the classical and medieval texts in Latin and Greek, but by the eighteenth century scholarly editing was practiced equally on vernacular texts. In England during this period it was typically men of letters and of the church-from Nicholas Rowe via Alexander Pope, Lewis Theobald, Bishop Warburton, and SAMUEL JOHNSON, among others, to Edward Capell-who turned to the editing of Shakespeare's plays and those of his fellow dramatists.
The epitome of this age of amateur learning was a type of edition designed to assemble the accumulated tradition of editorial opinions on the text-the edition cum notibus variorum, or "variorum edition" for short. As a mode of the scholarly edition, the variorum edition was revived in the era of positivism, the era of fact-finding in all sciences, and has, albeit with significant extensions and shifts of emphasis from the textual to the interpretive, survived to this day, as in the instances of the Shakespeare New Variorum, Itself derived from cognitive patterns in the natural sciences, the heredity model of the stemma thus evaluated textual authority, and from authority established critical texts. Stemmatology marked the beginnings of textual criticism as an articulation of a series of principles and rules for editing. At first it was manuscript oriented and again the domain of textual criticism in the classics. Deemed equally valid for medieval vernacular texts by Karl Lachmann and his followers, it was also adopted in biblical studies once rationalism had questioned the belief that scripture was literally God-given and thus had opened up ways of understanding the historicity of the words of the Bible through textual scholarship. For medieval textual studies, Joseph
Bedier in France early in the twentieth century challenged the validity of textual decisions arrived at by way of logically schematized document relationships. He proposed, instead, a hermeneutics of editing pivoting on the critical evaluation of a "best text" to serve as the basis for a scholarly edition.
Neither stemmatology nor "best-text" editing appeared applicable, however, to texts produced since the invention of the printing press. The earliest orientation here was toward the text of the author's final redaction. The text as last overseen by the author provided the base text of a scholarly edition. Hence, over and above the text and its transmission, the author and authorial intention became important determinants for editorial rationale. A textual scholarship, distinct in methodology and specific to the modern philologies, began to emerge, though it was quite as gradual in forming as modern literary criticism was in gaining independence from the inherited methods of studying the ancients. The principle of the author's final redaction did not as such and by itself carry sufficient strength to oust eclectic editing on the basis of subjective choices grounded in taste and sensibility.
In the twentieth century, it was in England that modern textual criticism was first set upon methodological foundations designed to counteract such subjectivity. The material study of the book-bibliography-was reshaped into a science of editing. As traditionally understood, bibliography was an auxiliary branch of historical study for book collectors, archivists, and librarians. Listing books by authentic date and place required systematic conventions of description. These in turn demanded precise analytic investigations of the physical characteristics of books. Springing from the recognition that the findings of such analytic bibliography not only described books as material objects but also held information about the texts the books contained, the New Critical interpretation has, in the German debate, been recognized as relevant again in two senses. First, text-critical and editorial activity begins from the given-documents, the black marks of ink on paper-but the moment it engages with that given, it enters upon interpretation. By accepting the implications of subjectivity, critical editions may attain a controlled objectivity. The interpretive demands of the very data that a textual critic and editor encounters make editorial judgment integral to a critical edition. Signaling through the apparatus the conditions of its controlled objectivity, a critical edition in turn calls upon the critical judgment of its readers and users. In the second sense, then, the reader's and user's interpretation engages with the critical edition to unlock the text. Critical editions in their specific formatting-established texts correlated to a multilevel system of editorial discourses such as introduction, textual notes, apparatus, annotations, and commentaryare seen to have a key function for interpretive discourse.
The most innovative of the scholarly edition's discourses that contribute to interpretation is the integral apparatus.
Transforming textual genesis and textual history into apparatus, the integral apparatus displays variance in con- In truth, such assumptions were not indigenous to the Middle Ages. They were fostered in the romantic era of the medieval revival and were nourished, moreover-since this was also the early seminal era for modern historical and To enable and to justify such a realignment of its several discourses, however, the scholarly edition thus envisaged will need to energize its second, that is, its medial, thrust.
Already scholarly editing has taken the electronic medium into its service to significant effect. It utilizes computer processing to store and retrieve large quantities of data, to organize editorial labor, and to present the objects and results of its endeavors flexibly in manifold display. But for all the advantages that computing offers in terms of storage, organization, and presentation, computer-assisted editing
remains as yet largely book oriented. The electronic edition, by contrast, will come into its own when it learns to reconceptualize the editorial enterprise in terms of the electronic medium itself.
The constitutive feature of computer virtuality is its relationality. From it, the notion of the scholarly edition as a site for the exploration of knowledge may be derived. Such a conception would from the outset define the edition text, not as a sequential string of words and tokens, but as a relational network. Networks of notes would mesh with it.
The text-and-notes network would in turn provide the basic exploration ground for the commentary. This commen tary, in an electronic edition, would in itself be relationally designed. Structured thus, it would shape its receptionalthat is, its commentatory-response to the text-and-notes network into a multilinked networked discourse of its own.
The meshed text-and-notes and commentary networks in conjunction would constitute, for their users, the scholarly edition. As a site for the exploration of knowledge, this edition would be conceived so as to realize the age-old idea of testifying to the heritage of imagination and learning through the traditions of texts that kindle and carry it. It is the idea that originally engendered textual criticism as a cultural technique. From it, textual criticism in the twentyfirst century might reclaim its societal role and scholarly and critical function, through which the written heritage lives and is continually reappropriated from its own foundations.
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